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ABSTRACT
The Web of Data is the natural evolution of the World Wide
Web from a set of interlinked documents to a set of interlinked entities. It is a graph of information resources interconnected by semantic relations, thereby yielding the name
Linked Data. The proliferation of Linked Data is for sure
an opportunity to create a new family of data-intensive applications such as recommender systems. In particular, since
content-based recommender systems base on the notion of
similarity between items, the selection of the right graphbased similarity metric is of paramount importance to build
an effective recommendation engine. In this paper, we review two existing metrics, SimRank and PageRank, and investigate their suitability and performance for computing
similarity between resources in RDF graphs and investigate
their usage to feed a content-based recommender system.
Finally, we conduct experimental evaluations on a dataset
for musical artists and bands recommendations thus comparing our results with two other content-based baselines
measuring their performance with precision and recall, catalog coverage, items distribution and novelty metrics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and Retrieval - Information Filtering
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last year we are witnessing the evolution of the Web
we used to know towards a huge distributed knowledge base.
The World Wide Web is moving fast from a network of documents to a network of interconnected data (entities) thus
creating the so called Web of Data. This latter has been introduced as a new scheme for bringing structured data into
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the Web. Data in the Web of Data is represented as a graph
of semantically connected resources by means of RDF1 thus
allowing the structured data provided by Linked Data to be
not only graspable by human beings but also processable by
computers. This paves the way for automatic processing of
Web contents, thus helping to mine existing data and deduce
new knowledge. To date, information sharing, information
retrieval [7, 8], community detection, recommendation systems [5, 18, 19] - to name a few - are the noteworthy applications that successfully leverage Linked Data. Nonetheless,
to fully take advantage of Linked Data, the need for algorithms being capable of effectively handling RDF graphs is
immense. One of the main tasks for Linked Data applications is to find similar entities with a given resource or to
evaluate to which extent two resources are alike. This leads
to the problem of computing similarity between semantically related resources. Semantic similarity measurement,
therefore, is considered as a building block for Linked Data
applications.
In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of SimRank
and Personalized PageRank as a means for measuring semantic similarity in RDF graph to build a content-based recommendation engine. SimRank has been employed effectively for measuring similarity in homogeneous graphs [27]
and similarly, PageRank has also been successfully exploited
in calculating similarity for WordNet [2, 3]. We investigate
how effectively the two metrics work with Linked Data. We
perform experiments on data retrieved from DBpedia2 , the
cornerstone of the whole Linked Open Data cloud3 , to feed
a content-based recommender system (RS) with the aim of
evaluating the effectiveness of the two metrics. Indeed, the
knowledge encoded in semantic datasets of the Linked Open
Data project can be exploited to improve the performance
of content-based (CB) approaches to recommendation [5].
Such systems try to recommend items similar to those a
given user has liked in the past, matching up the attributes
of a user profile in which preferences and interests are stored,
with the attributes of the items descriptive content [15].
We use the values computed with SimRank and Personalized PageRank, to find similarities between items and use
them to produce the final recommendation list. Our experimental evaluation has been conducted by using the well
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known dataset of Last.fm4 for musical artists recommendation. We compare our recommendation results with two
other content-based baselines measuring their accuracy with
precision and recall metrics as well as measuring catalog coverage, items distribution and novelty.
The main contributions of the paper are: (i) the evaluation of the effectiveness in the adoption of two well-established
graph-based ranking metrics in a pure content-based RS scenario; (ii) the analysis of their performances in terms not
only of precision and recall but also of diversity, items coverage and novelty.
The paper is structured in the following sections. Section 2 introduces the metrics SimRank and PageRank while
Section 3 presents the implementation and experimental results. Section 4 brings an overview of related work. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.

SIMRANK AND PAGERANK FOR MEASURING GRAPH SIMILARITY

An RDF graph is defined as a directed graph G=(V,E,R),
where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and R
represents the relationship among the nodes. An RDF graph
consists of enormous nodes and oriented links with semantic relationships. Its building block is the triple <subject,
predicate, object> stating that the node subject is connected to the node object by means of the edge labelled with
predicate. To evaluate how similar two given resources
within an RDF graph are, it is necessary to incorporate their
intrinsic characteristics into the similarity calculation. To be
precise, nodes, links, and the mutual relationships among
subjects and objects could be considered as input for the
calculation. Although originally developed for homogeneous
graphs, Personalized PageRank and SimRank can be two interesting candidates to compute similarity between RDF resources. For the sake of completeness, in the following we
briefly recall the way they are computed.

SimRank.
SimRank has been proposed to compute similarity between nodes in a graph using the structural context [12].
Similarity is calculated according to object-to-object relationships: the similarity between two nodes is dependent on
their neighbors. Two nodes are considered to be similar if
they are referenced by similar nodes. The similarity value
for two nodes α and β is computed by SimRank using a
fixed-point function. Given k ≥ 0 we have R(k) (α, β) = 1
with α = β. Dually, we have R(k) (α, β) = 0 with k = 0 and
α 6= β. In all the other cases the general formula is
R(k+1) (α, β) =

|I(α)| |I(β)|
X X (k)
d
R (Ii (α), Ij (β))
|I(α)| · |I(β)| i=1 j=1

(1)
where d is a damping factor (0 ≤ d < 1); I(α) and I(β) are
the set of inbound neighbors of α and β, respectively. |I(α)|·
|I(β)| represents a normalization factor to have R(k) (α, β) ∈
[0, 1]. Equation (1) implies that the similarity for two nodes
is computed by aggregating the similarity of all possible pairs
of their neighbors. SimRank has been originally designed for
homogeneous graphs.
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Personalized PageRank.
By PageRank, the rank of a node is calculated according
to the relationship with other nodes. A node receives an
amount of rank from every node which points to it and in
turn transfers an amount of its rank to the nodes it refers
to. In this sense, a node will have a high rank if it is referenced by nodes with high rank. To compute the rank of
n nodes, an n × n transition matrix G is built from the
link relationship between the nodes. In this matrix, row i
represents the rank that node αi transfers to other nodes
that it has links to. Given the set O(α) representing the
set of outbound links of α, it transfers the amount of rank
1
to all of its neighborhood nodes. In the
rank(α) = |O(α)|
transition matrix, the cell at row i and column j has the
value of rank(α) if there is a link from node αi to node
αj , otherwise it has the value of 0. From this definition, a
problem arises with dangling nodes, i.e. nodes with no outgoing links. By these nodes, the PageRank vectors degrade
very quickly and produce inappropriate ranks. To circumvent dangling nodes, some amendment is made to the transition matrix. This is done by introducing two vectors thus
redefining the transition matrix as G0 = G + ~δ · ω
~ , where
k~
ω k1 = 1 and δ is a column vector with δi = 1 if i is a
dangling node and δi = 0 otherwise. Usually, all entries ωi
are set to n1 . Based on the original transition matrix, the
Google matrix used for PageRank is defined as follows [26]
as G00 = d · G0 + (1 − d) · ~v where d is the damping factor
(0 ≤ d < 1) and ~v is the personalization vector. The outcome vector represents the ranks of all nodes, i.e. entry i
holds the rank of the graph node αi . Similar to SimRank,
the PageRank vector is obtained after a finite number of
iterations. The complete formulation is:
~π (k+1) = d · ~π (k) · G + d · (~π (k) · ~δ) · ω
~ + (1 − d) · ~v

(2)

A variant of the original PageRank algorithm, the Personalized PageRank algorithm was derived to measure the similarity between topics [11]. The main idea of this approach
is to exploit PageRank vector to characterize a topic which
is comprised of a set of words. The topic is characterized by
concentrating probability mass to its constituent words, represented as nodes in a graph. This is done by modifying the
personalization vector ~v in Equation (2). The corresponding
entries in ~v are assigned the value of 1, whilst all the other
entries of ~v are assigned the value of 0. By doing this the
biased topic will earn a high rank. The PageRank vector
obtained is considered as the features of the topic and helps
distinguish the topic from others. The similarity between
two topics α and β represented by vectors α = {ai }i=1,..,n
and β = {bi }i=1,..,n is computed as the inner product space
between the two vectors [24].
Pn
i=1 ai × bi
pPn
p.P ageRank(α, β) = pPn
2
(a
)2 ×
i
i=1
i=1 (bi )
Personalized PageRank has been applied to measure similarity between words in WordNet [2, 3]. Following the same line
of reasoning, we believe that Personalized PageRank can be
used for computing similarity between resources in an RDF
graph. In the preceding sections, we are going to employ
SimRank and Personalized PageRank to measure similarity
between resources in Linked Data.

3.

EVALUATION

A question that might arise at any time is how effective
the two metrics are with regards to a recommendation task?
In this section we present our attempt to analyze the performance of SimRank and PageRank. Such a study is of
particular importance since it not only provides an insight
into the suitability but also casts light on the effectiveness
of measurement techniques for Linked Data. In our experiments, we re-implemented the two metrics, SimRank and
PageRank and we conducted experiments on RDF graphs. In
particular, as input for the calculation, we retrieved data
from DBpedia via SPARQL queries and extracted a subgraph
containing only the information related to a specific domain.
In particular, we considered data from the music domain.
We retrieved resources that are instances of the two classes
dbo:MusicalArtist and dbo:Band. For each resource we
also got the RDF triples that are involved in as subject or
object. The final outcome is then used in a content-based
recommendation engine to evaluate its performance in terms
of accuracy, novelty, items distribution and sales diversity.
The latter is considered a relevant quality dimension for both
business and user perspective: the user may receive less obvious recommendations, comply with the objective to help
users discover new content [25] and the business may increase the sales [6].
From a computational point of view, evaluating both SimRank and Personalized PageRank value is a high demanding
task that strongly depends on the number of edges connecting nodes within the graph. In order to reduce the computational load we downsized the extracted subgraph by selecting
a set of RDF properties that result meaningful for the domain
of interest (music in our case). We selected those properties
belonging to the DBpedia ontology (plus dcterms:subject)
that occur most frequently in the dataset in relation to musical artists and bands. In particular we selected incoming
and outgoing properties as shown in Table 1.
Inbound
dbo:producer
dbo:artist
dbo:writer
dbo:associatedBand
dbo:associatedMusicalArtist
dbo:musicalArtist
dbo:musicComposer
dbo:bandMember
dbo:formerBandMember
dbo:starring
dbo:composer

Outbound
dcterms:subject
dbo:genre
dbo:associatedBand
dbo:associatedMusicalArtist
dbo:instrument
dbo:occupation
dbo:birthPlace
dbo:background

Table 1: The set of properties used to compute similarity values between pairs of resources.

3.1

The Recommendation Engine

In order to show the quality of similarities computed with
SimRank and PageRank for a content-based recommender
system, we have carried out experiments to evaluate the
proposed recommendations. We selected the well known
dataset Last.fm hetrec-20115 .
Last.fm contains 92835 implicit feedbacks on 17632 artists
by 1892 users. For computational reasons we downsized the
5
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Number of users
Number of items
Number of ratings
Data sparsity
Avg number of users per item
Avg number of items per user
Number of extracted triples
Avg number of Inbound links
Avg number of Outbound links

Last.fm
1,867
700
47,330
0.963%
98.19
25.52
113,386
109.25
31.44

Table 2: Statistics about the Last.fm dataset.
number of artists and bands to the 700 most popular ones.
Then a mapping of each item to the corresponding DBpedia
URI has been used by exploiting the data available at http:
//sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/lod/recsys/datasets/.
For the music domain we then extracted the corresponding
subgraph composed by a total of 113, 386 triples. In Table
2 we summarize some statistics of the data we used. We
used for our experiment the k-nearest neighbors algorithm,
which finds the set neighbors(α) containing the k most similar entities β to a given item α using a similarity function
sim(α, β) [15]. The recommendations are computed using
a weighted sum as in [21], where the weights are the similarities between the items, to produce the prediction score
P for a given user-item pair (u, α). The formula takes into
account the items belonging to the user profile prof ile(u),
in our case the artists/bands already listened to, and the
score r(u, α) assigned to the item α by the user u.
P
β∈neighbors(α)∩prof ile(u) sim(α, β) · r(u, β)
P
P (u, α) =
β∈neighbors(α)∩prof ile(u) sim(α, β)
The experiments have been carried out by considering as
sim(α, β) the values computed via Equation (1) for SimRank and Equation (3) for Personalized PageRank. In order
to compare our results, we also selected for our experiments
two more similarity functions as baselines: a pure vector
space model with cosine similarity (VSM) and a simplified
variation of the algorithm proposed in [5] (isemantics).

3.2

Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to estimate the quality of the recommendations,
we used the holdout method splitting a dataset into two
parts: training set and test set. We built the training set
by using, for each user, the first 60% of the ratings and the
remaining 40% to build the test set. Last.fm has implicit
feedback, therefore each item in the test set was perceived as
relevant. For evaluating recommendation ranking accuracy
we used the TestItems evaluation methodology presented
in [4]. Considering only the top N results, for measuring
accuracy we used precision (P@N ) and recall (R@N ). The
former is defined as the fraction of the top-N recommended
items that are relevant to the user u; the latter as the fraction of relevant items from the test set that appear in the N
predicted items.
To measure the sales diversity, we considered three other
important metrics: catalog coverage [9] (the percentage of
items in the catalog that are ever recommended to users),
Entropy and Gini coefficient to measure the distribution of
recommended items [1, 6, 25] (the degree to which recommendations are concentrated on a few items or are more

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: (a) Precision and Recall curves obtained by varying the length of the recommendations list from 1
to 50 on the Last.fm dataset. Catalog coverage, Entropy and Gini index curves obtained by varying the length
of the recommendations list from 1 to 50 on Last.fm, with 20 (b) and 40 (c) neighbors. The results with 60
neighbors are very similar to those with 40 neighbors, therefore they are omitted due to space limitations.
equally distributed across the items). As in [1], we reversed
the scale for Gini coefficient so that smaller values represent
lower distributional equity and larger values correspond to
higher equity.
Furthermore, we used two metrics to measure the novelty
of the recommendations: long-tail percentage [1] and Expected Popularity Complement (EPC@N ) [25]. The former
measures the percentage of long-tail items among the recommendations across all users. The Expected Popularity
Complement metric [25] measures the novelty of a recommendation list as the average novelty ofPthe recommended
nov(α)
items Lu . More formally, EP C(Lu ) = α∈L|Luu |
where

nov(α) measures the probability
of not to being known by
P
1

r(u,α)>0
a random user nov(α) = 1 − P u∈U|prof
, being U the
ile(u)|
u∈U
set of all the users.
The results for the four algorithms were computed with
10, 20, 40, 60, 80 neighbors for different number of top-N
recommendations (from top-1 to top-50 ). Due to space limitations, only the results with 20, 40, 60 neighbors are shown
in Figure 16 . Figure 1(a) shows the results on Last.fm in
terms of precision and recall. SimRank and Personalized
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isemantics
VSM
PageRank
SimRank

EPC@10
0.869
0.865
0.913
0.911

Long-tail%@10
0.695
0.677
0.780
0.796

EPC@20
0.844
0.848
0.913
0.906

Long-tail%@20
0.648
0.657
0.823
0.793

EPC@30
0.841
0.847
0.893
0.881

Long-tail%@30
0.657
0.675
0.767
0.747

EPC@40
0.839
0.848
0.867
0.874

Long-tail%@40
0.658
0.673
0.743
0.742

EPC@50
0.836
0.843
0.860
0.867

Long-tail%@50
0.643
0.658
0.710
0.717

Table 3: Comparison of novelty results in terms of EPC@N and Long-tail%@N for the four algorithms with
60 neighbors.
PageRank can produce comparable results and they outperform the two baselines when the number of selected neighbors increases. This means that they are not affected by
possible noise if more neighbors are considered. Moreover,
we see that starting from 40 neighbors, their results tend
to stabilize. They obtain higher recall values in each configuration, thus strongly surpassing the baselines with the
higher top-N (particularly over top-30). This means that by
increasing the number of recommendations, the two metrics
are able to suggest other relevant items, in this sense they
perform better than the two baselines. We also observe that
they obtain lower values for catalog coverage and dispersion
compared to the two baseline. However in Table 3 we see
that they outperform the baseline in terms of EPC and longtail percentage. This means that they tend to suggest always
a small subset of items and the suggestions are not equally
distributed, but these items do not necessarily belong to the
most popular ones.

4.

RELATED WORK

In this section we briefly recall some related work adopting
a content-based (or hybrid) approach to recommendation by
exploiting a semantic-based approach. A system for recommending musical artist and bands based on DBpedia is presented in [19]. The systems extracts data about bands and
artists from DBpedia. Instances, namely resources instantiating the classes dbo:MusicalArtist and dbo:Band7 , are
analyzed to supply input data for the recommendation algorithm. A similarity measurement algorithm, called LDSD,
is designed to calculate similarity between a piece of music or an artist and the elements of a candidate set. This
semantic similarity metric is computed on the basis of links
between resources. Based on the filtering results, the system
produces a list of songs or artists that can then be presented
to users. In [23], a framework for evaluating artist similarity is built. Given an artist, the system searches for alike
artists according to two factors: style and mood. First, the
information for style and mood is collected from the All
Music Guide website. Afterwards, a co-clustering algorithm
is employed to build hierarchical taxonomies describing the
two factors. With respect to the taxonomies, the similarity
between each pair of terms is computed by means of the
existing similarity metrics: Resnik [20], Jiang-Conrath [13],
Lin [14] and Schlicker [22]. From the similarity calculation,
a list of similar artists for a selected artist is eventually generated. A key function for content-based recommender systems is calculating similarity between items, so that possible
items can be recommended to a user based on his past selected preferences. The authors in [17] exploit Linked Data
to compute similarity between resources for a content-based
recommender system. They propose a neighborhood-based
7
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graph kernel to compute semantic similarity. In this approach, items are represented as nodes in a neighborhood
graph. Starting from two resources, a graph is extended by
using a set of selected properties. Each node involved in the
similarity calculation is assigned a weight corresponding to
its relationship with other neighborhood nodes. Afterwards,
a kernel function is devised to calculate similarity between
them. The effectiveness of the approach has been proven
by the experimental results on the Movielens dataset. A
content-based system leveraging DBpedia for recommending
movies is introduced in [5]. Based on the set of movies that
have been preferred by a user, the system engine extracts
movie information from DBpedia and computes the similarity between a new item and current rated items. A movie is
characterized by a set of features corresponding to the neighbor movies in the graph via a property. The set of features is
represented as a vector. The cosine function is used to measure semantic similarity. By calculating similarity between
two movies, the system can provide a user with a list of similar movies according to his previously selected preferences.
For computing top-N item recommendations from implicit
feedback, a hybrid algorithm - named SPrank - is proposed
in [16]. The algorithm extracts path-based features from DBpedia and mines semantic graph to detect subtle relationships among items. It incorporates ontological knowledge
with collaborative user preferences to produce recommendations. Experimental results on two datasets from MovieLens
and Last.fm demonstrate that the proposed algorithm gains
a high prediction accuracy even when the experimental data
is sparse. In [10], a hybrid recommender system has been
proposed to overcome the problems of cold-start and lower
accuracy in collaborative and content-based recommender
systems. The proposed approach models item interactions
using unified Boltzmann machines. By integrating collaborative and content information, the system learns weights
representing the importance of different pairwise interactions. Based on the probabilistic models, the system can
predict whether a user will act on a specific item. By doing
that, more appropriate recommendations can be made.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented an initial investigation on
the usage of SimRank and Personalized PageRank for measuring similarity based on the structural context of a graph
in order to feed a content-based recommender system. In
particular, we analyzed the potential of using these metrics for automatically measuring similarity when the data
describing the content are available as Linked Data. To
validate the outcomes, we conduct experimental evaluations
on the Last.fm dataset thus comparing our recommendation results with some other standard content-based baseline
measuring their accuracy with precision and recall metrics.
Moreover we measured the performance of the recommender
system in terms of catalog coverage, items distribution and
novelty of results. Experimental results show that, in the

given circumstances, SimRank and Personalized PageRank
can produce interesting results compared to the two baselines in terms of precision, recall an novelty even though
their performance decrease when we evaluate catalog coverage, items distribution.
We are currently in the process of performing the same
experiments also on two more domains via the Movielens
(movies) and TheLibraryThing (books) datasets. The aim
is also to evaluate how much the number of triples available
in the Linked Data cloud, and related to a specific domain,
may affect the performance of a recommendation algorithm.
We are also implementing enhanced versions of SimRank
and Personalized PageRank to take into account paths of
length greater than two to compute the similarity between
resources.
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